
Webinar for the shared ownership 
campaign transfer

Friday 9 April: 11am – 12pm

• Speakers:
• Rhys Moore – Executive Director of Public Impact - NHF (webinar chair)
• Sandy Macmillan – Ops Director – Keaze (webinar speaker)
• Asha Agarwal – Campaign Director – sharedownership.net (webinar speaker)
• Amy Nettleton – Assistant Development Director, Sales and Marketing - Aster 

Group UK (webinar speaker)



Year 1 overview

47 housing 
associations

across England 
signed-up

co-created and 
designed a new 
brand for shared 

ownership

launched our 
brand across 

digital, print, video 
and social media 

delivered a 
fantastic 

partnership with 
The Guardian

recorded over 
300,000 people to 
sharedownership

.net

secured positive 
media coverage 
including Daily 
Telegraph and 

Money Box 

discussed the 
campaign with key 

politicians to 
raise 

understanding

shaped the new 
model of shared 

ownership 



Changes to the shared ownership campaign 

• The impact of 2020

• Process for the campaign transfer

• New lead organisation selected

• Commitment of the NHF going forward

• Thank you 



Year 2 - Campaign



Year 2 steering group planning session

Session objectives...
Aim 
Agreement on proposed objectives, fundraising 
and implementation plan, and principle 
commitment to year 2 financial contribution.

Agenda
● Background
● Year 1 summary
● Keaze role
● Fundraising
● Arrangements
● Year 2 objectives
● Additional value
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Our goal is to make the 
purchase of an affordable 
home easier…

…for everyone
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NATIONAL 
SHARED OWNERSHIP 

CAMPAIGN
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THE ROLE OF KEAZE

● Manage the steering group 

● Raise sponsorship funds

● Report on the success of the 

campaign

● Manage all 3rd party relationships

● Host, Support and manage campaign 

website

● Run organic social media channels

● Provide  a dedicated resource for the 

day to day running of campaign



THE ROLE OF STEERING GROUP
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ASHA AGARWAL
Campaign Director

With over 15 years of sector experience, 
including working for Housing Associations 
including L&Q, Notting Hill Housing and 
Hyde Housing, as well as within the private 
sector most recently for Savills, Asha is well 
placed to be the campaign’s dedicated point 
of contact for the Steering Group and 
coordinating the delivery of the campaign.

asha@sharedownership.net



Year 1 - Summary 
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AWARENESS
People haven’t heard of it

UNDERSTANDING
People have the wrong 

perceptions of it 

EXPERIENCE
Once in, people love it, but 
the path to getting it could 

be better

AWARENESS
TV, Print, Social, Guerilla, 

Pop-up

UNDERSTANDING
TV, Print, Social, Guerilla, 
Pop-up, Website, Physical 
object, Mini-doc, Podcast

EXPERIENCE
Website, App, Forum 
Community, Physical 

Object

CHANNELS

CHALLENGES
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THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY IS 
FULL OF UPS AND DOWNS...

“What’s the eligibility 
criteria?”

“Shared ownership, 
what?”

“I was beaten to 
properties by those 

more eligible”

“I spoke to a guy in shared 
ownership...I felt better about it as 

he said he’d made money”

“Being told I was eligible 
- that felt good!”

“Neighbours told me to 
staircase - not the housing 

association”

“It’s not very nice to feel like you’re not in control to 
organise your own maintenance”

“Our housing association hasn’t fixed our roof 
terrace - so we can’t show it as a selling 

feature”

“Where do I start”

“I had to imagine how I’d 
live based on a showroom”

“It was weeks before I heard 
anything from the housing 

association...”

“The housing association put 
me in touch with a mortgage 

broker - it felt like a 
backhander”

“I was assigned a 
salesperson”

“It’s frustrating paying a 
service charge and not 
getting good service”

“I was told we had a to go with their 
energy supplier...which means you 

can’t be competitive”

“I love my home...but the housing 
association were useless so they’re 

not part of that feeling”

“Maintenance is awful - we have to get 
everyone in the building to contract the 

housing association, which speeds things up”
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● 47 campaign members

● £621,500 raised

● Average £13,800 per contributor

● Contribution level based on level 
of shared ownership homes in 
management

FUNDRAISE OVERVIEW
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DELIVERABLE ASSETS
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● Despite challenges and pauses to 
activity, campaign performance for 
the year was strong

● Mix of activity across highly impactful 
platforms: YouTube to partnership 
with Guardian

● Media across every region

● Between Jan – Dec (with an 
advertising pause between Apr – Aug) 
308k users were delivered to 
sharedownership.net

MEDIA OVERVIEW

http://sharedownership.net/
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OVERVIEW OF YEAR 1 CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE



Year 2 - The Plan 
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● Awareness, understanding, experience

● Lead generation

● Close working with NHF
● Steering group collaboration

● Regional effectiveness

YEAR 2 OBJECTIVES
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● ‘For-profit’ Housing Association and 

suppliers such as sales agents

● Prioritising awareness and education

● Digital focus and direct engagement with 
customers

● New challenges: Leasehold and building 

safety

● Customer journey improvements
● Political engagement 

OPPORTUNITIES
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● Your opportunity to influence the campaign outcomes 

& deliverables

● With more supporters involved, the greater the level of 

funding available to use for the campaign, ultimately 
resulting in the campaign being able to reach a wider 

audience in more areas of the country

● The broader the reach, the better the understanding of 

shared ownership

WE WANT YOU
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● Taking into account steering group 

feedback on acceptable contribution 
levels

● Banding based on number of shared 

ownership homes to sell in 2021-22

● Approx £60-80 per home

● Based on 175 providers with 100% take 

up this would raise £1m+
● Target = 50% take-up = £500k

FUNDRAISING Type
Annual SO Homes

Contribution per 
Provider

HA 250+ £17,500

150 - 250 £12,500

50 - 150 £6,500

less than 50 £2,625

LA 100+ £6,000

50-100 £3,250

less than 50 £2,625

Sales 200+ £10,000

Agent less than 200 £6,000
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● Stronger presence on social media channels (organic)

● A digital experience for our target audience, 
selecting previously unused channels as well as well-

performing mediums from year 1
● Location-based strategy delivering and serving 

ads to specific audiences

● Retargeting ads to achieve a better lead 
conversion rate

● Buyer testimonials - real life stories
● Webinars & ‘how to’ sessions

● Real time reporting

CAMPAIGN POSSIBILITIES



WANT TO GET INVOLVED?
Contact asha@sharedownership.net to find out more 

& to get your organisation signed up as a supporter

The first Steering Group meeting for this next phase of 

the campaign will be held on Thursday 29th April

The closing date for the first phase of the campaign will 

be Friday 14th May with our target of launching the 

campaign in June 2021.



Why we need to continue



Questions


